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SSHRC NSERC CIHR

social sciences and humanities natural sciences and 
engineering, other than the 
health sciences

health sciences

research must primarily be to add 
to our understanding and 
knowledge of individuals, groups, 
and societies - what we think, 
how we live and how we interact 
with each other and the world 
around us.

research must primarily be to 
advance knowledge in one or 
more of the natural science or 
engineering disciplines.

research must primarily improve 
or have an impact on health 
and/or produce more effective 
health services and products 
and/or strengthen the Canadian 
health care system.

http://www.science.gc.ca/eic/site/063.nsf/eng/h_FEE7261A.html?OpenDocument


What are the selection criteria?
Academic excellence (50%) Research potential (30%) Personal characteristics and 

interpersonal skills (20%)

● Academic record
● Scholarships and awards held
● Duration of previous studies
● Type of program and courses 

pursued
● Course load
● Relative standing (if available)

● Quality and originality of 
contributions to research and 
development

● Relevance of work experience 
and academic training to field of 
proposed research

● Significance, feasibility and merit 
of proposed research

● Judgment and ability to think 
critically

● Ability to apply skills and 
knowledge

● Initiative and autonomy;
● Research experience and 

achievements relative to 
expectations of someone with the 
candidate’s academic experience.

● Work experience
● Leadership experience
● Project management including 

organizing conferences and 
meetings

● The ability or potential to 
communicate theoretical, 
technical or scientific concepts 
clearly and logically in written and 
oral formats

● Involvement in academic life;
● Volunteerism/community 

outreach.

http://www.nserc-crsng.gc.ca/students-etudiants/pg-cs/cgsm-bescm_eng.asp
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What

What issue/question will 
the research address?
What is already known 
about the issue or 
question?
What is your hypothesis?
What do you imagine 
your conclusion about it 
will be?

Why

Why is this issue or 
question important?
Why it matters—to 
anyone, and to everyone. 
Why is this the most 
appropriate way to 
explore your questions 
Why is this program the 
best place to do the 
work?

How

How will the issue/ 
question be answered?  
(“method”)
How have others pursued 
similar interests? 
How is your approach 
innovative?
How will it advance 
knowledge in the field?
How your background 
has prepared you?

Who

Who are you? Why are 
you qualified to carry out 
the research?
Who is the audience? 
Who will read your 
application?



Background & 
Context

Provide background 
information to position 
your proposed 
research within the 
context of current 
knowledge in the field 
(citing literature 
pertinent to the 
proposal).

Objectives &  
Hypothesis

State the objectives 
and hypothesis, and 
outline the 
experimental or 
theoretical approach to 
be taken (citing 
literature pertinent to 
the proposal).

Methodology

Provide a detailed 
description of your 
methodology or 
interpretive or creative 
approach.

Preparation & 
Relevant 

Background

Explain in some detail 
how your background 
has prepared you for 
this project. Connect 
some of the 
experiences and items 
on your CV with 
aspects of the 
research project.
Why is this program 
the best place to do the 
work?

Significance/
Impact

State the significance 
of the proposed 
research to a field or 
fields in the health 
sciences, natural 
sciences and/or 
engineering, or social 
sciences and/or 
humanities, as 
appropriate. 





Style
Be logical. Narrative is 
important. Avoid grandiose 
annoying statements and 
clichés. Write clearly and 
avoid jargon.

Voice
Be credible. Engage the 
relevant scholarship. Cite key 
researchers in the field.

Tone
Be confident.  Believe in what 
you propose, and write 
enthusiastically (but not 
uncritically) about it.

Think about who will read your application!
Try the 30-second rule:  can you explain to a non-specialist what you proposed research is about?
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